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EXAI2S

RESEARCH AND TECHNICAL SERVICES
OF THE

OREGON AGRICULTURnI EXPERINT STATION
nc

MARlTING OREGON FARM PRODUCTS

For many years the marketing of Oregonts agricultural products has
been a major part of the program of Oregon State College. The marketing
program of the college has been conducted through its three agricultural
divisions - Resident Instruction, Federal Cooperative Extension, and the
Agricultural Experiment Station,

The Resident Instruction or campus teaching division has given in-
struction to thousands of students regarding the principles and practices
of marketing, including such factors as supply, demand, processing, organiza.-
tion, transportation, storage, warehousing, grading and financing.

The Federal Cooperative Extension Service has assisted in the organiza.-.
tion and operation of cooperative marketing associations, has counseled and
advised with marketing groups, has obtained the adoption of improved methods
of distribution to the end that the lowest possible costs may be incurred in
the marketing processes, has interpreted and disseminated to the public the
results of scientific research in the marketing fIeld, and has performed many
other services for the improvement of marketing methods.

The Agricultural Experiment Station in cooperation with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture has conducted market research of a wide variety.
Its function has been the determination of the basic facts. It has con-
ducted many tests and investigations designed to improve quality and market-
ability; discover economic methods of processing to meet market demands; con-
vert off grade, waste and by-products into economic value; control diseases
anipests which destroy marketing appearance and quality; develop economic and
practical storage processes and transportation; and has produced scientific
information required in marketing Oregon products.

The following pages of this report present a brief synopsis of -

1. Examples of investigations conducted by the Oregon
Agricultural Experiment Station in the field of
marketing.

2, A list of station publications reporting results of
research pertaining to marketing.

3. Examples of technical advisory service of the research
staff in the field of marketing.
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INVESTIGJIONS IN PROCESSING AND MARkETING
FRUIT AND VRGETABLE CROPS

Market Outlet for Prunes Expanded Creating New Products

The conversion of prunes into five new products, namely canning dried
prunes, juice, prune pulp, dried prune halves, and small packages) may have a
marked effect on the expansion 01' prune consumption.

A process for canning dried pes was worked out at the Oregon Agri-
cultural Experiment Station and made available to the canning industry. This
process gives a prune product of excellent quality in convenient containers and
the earlier diffjcultie with corrosion of cans has been eliminated,

A quality juice consisting mainly of sugars, mineral flavors and solids
may now 'be made as a by-product in canning dried prunes or it may be made from
small prunes or those culled out because of physical defects. This method of
utilization will aid in removing the small prunes from the market, where they
cnpete with the larger sizes,,

The manufacture of prune pulp from both fresh and dried prunes of lers
many possibilities in the baking field and is suitable for use in ice creams
and other foods, Processes developed show that this pulp may be handled either
frozen or canned and its use in the American diet provides still another out-
let for surplus prunea,

Another superior food product, dried prune halves, was made possible by
the development of a simple machine for halving prunes, The Northwest could
have a monopoly on dried half prunes, as the French type of prune grown else-
where has a clinging seed that cannot be removed, After drying and processing
the prune halves, the product is of a desirable quality and appearance.

A method of packaig prunes in small containers was developed arid
showed that prunes carrying from twenty to twenty-eight per cent moisture in
sealed packages are much more desirable from the housewife's standpoint,

Cherry j Process for the Maraschino Trade Developed

Approximately 95 per cent of the commercial pack of maraschino cherries
are now processed under a plan developed by the Experiment Station. It was
shown that Royal Anne cherries can be bleached successfully with one and one-
half per cent sulfur dioxide solution and seven to seven and one-half pounds of'
hydrated lime per 100 gallons of solution, The regulation of the acidity or
alkalinity the solution contro:Is the amount of cracking in brined cherries.
A pH value o' 1,95 for Royal Anne and l,33 for black cherries produced the best
results.
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New Use of Pears Extends Market Possibilities

Experiments conducted by the Department of Food Industries in which
Bosc pears were tested by packing with combinations of sugars and spices and by
other methods have resulted in the development of a new process for baking Bose
pears in the original container.

Reports from dealers in widely separated cities in the United States who
are handling the 15,000 pint jars of experimentally baked pears sh that the
trade is accepting this new product as one of quality. It appears that this
may open up new markets for the Oregon Bosc pear.

Ethylene Gas Controls Ripeniflg 'uit

Improperly ripened fruit has no market demand. Since most of Oregons
pears and apples must find Eastern markets they must be picked green and stored
in Eastern terminals. To guarantee high quality fruit ready for consumption,
the ripening process must be so manipuJ.ated as to give uniformity, firmness,
color and aroma.

Investigations made by the Department of Horticulture have developed the
use of ethylene gas in the ripening process. This gas is naturally evolved by
both pears and apples, The artificial use of measured amounts of this gas
enables hastening or retarding the ripening process at will This discovery
has much to do with the marketing ol quality pears and apples in Eastern markets
today,

Market Information, Prices and Other Economic Factors ffecting the Industry

The station economists have assembled a large amount of economic data
relating to market improvements, prices, supplies, demand and other similar
factors having a bearing on the pear industry in Oregon. The results ol' these
investigations published in Circular of Information No. 206 should furnish a
sound basis or marketing and production programs.

Apple Products Manufacture Improved

A new canned applesauce that has considerable market promise has been
developed by the Experiment Station. This extends the marketable possibilities
of Oregon's surplus apple production.

Manufacture of Fruit Puips and Juice Concentrates Enlarges Pear Market Outlook

Experiments were conducted during the biennium ending l93 by the Depart-
ment of Food Industries in which new methods were developed for making puips and
juice concentrates of Oregon grown pears,
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Oregon's Pear and Apple Markets Saved y Removal of Spray }esid

On account of the establishment by the Federal Pure Food and Drug
Administration of a tolerance of only 0.01 grain of arsenous oxide per pound of
fruit, the entire commercial production of apples and pears in the State of
Oregon was threatened in 1926. This made it impossible to ship outside the state
any Oregon apples and pears which had not been cleaned of the spray re:Ldue.
The Experiment Station discovered a washing process arid developed a practical
machine for washing the fruit. This discovery made it possible for Oregon
growers to meet the national arid international spray residue tolerance require-
ments and permitted the interstate shipment of Oregon's production. Work on
this and other phases of the spray residue problem was published in Station
Circular No. 92 and Station Bulletins 226, 234, 29E, 317 and 341.

Steri1iy in Bert [a tt Pears Lowers Marketabilit

In some sections of the Willemette Valley, Bartlett pears develop with-
out seed resulting in misshapen fruit which has a tendency to drop prior to
harvest time. Work done by the Department of Horticulture shows that this con-
dition is brought about by the lack of satisfactory cross pollination. A rnmiber
of varieties of pears were tried out to use for cross pollination purposes.
Tests show that the Fall Butter variety (White Boyunne) has given the best
results,

Studies conducted by the Department of Entomology have shown that the
nectar from Bartlett pear blossoms contains only 10 per cent sugar, while Oregon
grape contains 63 per cent, maple 67 per cent, willow and mustard 70 per cent,
Italian primes 41 per cent, and Royal Ann cherries 60 per cent of sugar. Bees
have a decided preference for plants producing the richer nectar. Consequently,
when plants rich in nectar are available, Bartlett pears are not cross pollinated
by bees.

Grades of Market Tomatoes Affected Worm

The worm in tomatoes, which in some seasons destroys 75 per cent of the
crop, is difficult to detect in market tomatoes Extra care and. labor in
sorting at the cannery is necessary to remove the infected tomatoes.

It is found that this insect is the same as the common corn-ear worm and
that during the latter part of the season these worms attack tomatoes and feed
on the inside of the fruit. Experimental tests with sprays, baits and trap
crops have been made and give promise of a method to control this insect and
thereby decrease the market loss to the tomato industry.

Fruit y Destrçy Marketability of Cherries

In some cases the cherry crop has been unmarketable as fresh fruit or for
canning purposes because of' the presence of the cherry fruit fly larvae in the
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fruit. The liEe history and methods o control of this insect are under
investigation in the illamette Valley.

ontroLLing Mites Saves Marketable Blackbe Crop

Blackberries affected by mite are practically unrnarketabie. Tests con
ducted by the Experiment Station have developed a practical control, consisting
of a lime sulfur spray or an oil emulsion spray in the fall, repeating the spray
in the spring either as a dormant or delayed dormant application. This control
practice published in Station Bulletin 337 produces a market fruit of good
quality and appearance.

Market Strawberries Threatened by Worms

Wormy strawberries cannot be marketed. The life history and habits of
the strawberry worm have been investigated and there appears to be many host
plants of the parasite. Control measures are now being worked out at the
Experiment Station.

Russet Lowers Marketabilit of Prunes

The cause and method oi treating prune russet which lowers the quality
and grade and the marketability of prunes in the Willamette and Umpqua Valleys
is under investigations. Considerable progress is being made It has already
been found that the russet is caused by prune thrips and also by mechanical
injury.

Market quality of Small Fruits Improved by Irrigation

The canning quality of practically all berries was improved by irrigation.
The irrigated red raspberry in particular was of a firmer texture and brig1ter
color than the nonirrigated fruit. Irrigation prolonged the market season,
increased the size of the late berries and improved the quality of the canning
and fresh fruit. Results were published in Station Bulletin 347.

New Market Varieties of Strawberries Developed and Tested

In order that Oregon may retain its position in supplying strawberries
to the trade centers and compete with varieties grown in the East, it is
necessary that new and improved varieties adapted to Oregon's conditions be
developed. During the past several years, in cooperation with the U. S. Bm'eau
of Plant Industry, several hundred thousand seedlings have been grown and tested
for quality in the canned, preserved, barrelled, frozen and fresh forms. From
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this large number of tests several new varieties, notably the 'Corva11is" have
been created and named. Many other selections and strains picked from these
tests show great promise for the establishment of other new varieties. The
experiments show conclusively that different varieties are needed to meet trade
requirements. Frequently a berry with unexcelIed fresh fruit quality is worth-
less for canning, freezing or preserving.

Manufacturing of Prerves Jellies Standardiz4

Experiments were conducted in which methods of standardizing jellies
were simplified and it is believed that the process developed will reduce
present losses in the manufacture of these products.

Freezing Preservation of Fruits and Vegetables

Methods of freezing fruits and vegetables with a view to improving
quality and marketability were studied during the biennium ending in 1939. The
results of these experiments are available in Experiment Station Circular 122.

Cane Sugar with Dextrose Increases the Quality of Frozen Fruits

Work at the Experiment Station shows that strawberries in cold storage
often become

discolored1 It is possible, through the use of a combination of
cane sugar with dextrose, to overcome this discoloration. The use of dextrose
on other fruits was also found to be satisfactory in other experiments.

Preserving Small Fruit Determined Chemical Analysis

There appears to be a wide range in the quality of different fruits and
in the same varieties grown on different locations. The Department of Agricultural
Chemistry has made many chemical analyses of small fruits processed for market
in an effort to correlate chemical composition with preserved quality. It
appears that high acidity and, to some extent, high pectin content are essential
to the production of acceptable preserves.

Control of Thrips Increases the Marketable a1ity of Prunes

Prune thrips which have caused serious losses by blighting the fruit buds,
decreasing the quality of the fruit and reducing the yield may now be controlled
by sprays developed by the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station.
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Removiig py Residue from Market ap

The growing practice of spraying string beans with arsenicals for the
control of beetle and weevil infestations made necessary also an investigation
to ascertain whether the spray residue on this crop at harvest time exceeded
the tolerance of arsenic allowed by pure food regulations, This investiation
has shown, however, that in case of need fresh string beans, with a .05
per cent solution of hydrochloric acid, can be cleaned far below the tolerance
allowed for arsenic with no bad effects on the product.

A Market Use for Culled Pears

Culled pears have little or no market value in peargrowing districts.
Experiments have been conducted to show that pear syrup and levulose sugar can
be produced from culled pears. Canning experiments likewise indicate the
possibilities for a greater utilization of Bartletand Winter Nelis pears.

Stage of Maturity Influences Cannig lit of Squash

The quality and the marketability of canned squash are determined to a
large extent by the maturity of the squash and promising results have been ob
tained in an experiment conducted by the Station with squash produced and canned
under different cohditions.

Pear Markets Increased Scientific Handlin_g and Storage

Since 1917 research has been conducted on different methods of improving
pear marketing quality and to prevent loss in storage from pinhole rot and
sporatricuin rot. Special attention has been given to packages, wrappers and
waxes designed to reduce the wilting and shriveling of pears in storage.

Newly developed organic waxes show promise in the preservation of pears.
Fruit treated with these waxes shows less shrivelling and a smoother and brighter
appearance upon removal from storage. Apparently these waxes, when roper1y
applied, do not interfere with the ripening process.

Survey of Berry Market and Outlook situation

The Experiment Station conducted a survey of the price cycles from pro
duction areas anci market trends of Oregon's small fruit industry. Determination
of this economic data was essential to growers, shippers, processors and handlers
in developing their marketing programs, The investigations were reported in
experiment station bulletin No. 274, "An Economic Study ol' the Small fruit
Industry in Oregon," and made available to all persons involved in the handling
of this type of fruit.



Western atie Spray Testing Helps rove Quality of Fruit

This roject was conducted in cooperation with the U, S.. Department ci'
Agriculture, several of the Northwestern states arid British Colunibia in develop-in superior sprays that will help in simplifying the spray residue problem so
that the objection to the niketing of sprayed fruit can be satisfactorily
corrected.

Controlling Storg Decays Pears

Certain decays, notably sporata and blue mold, are causing considerable
loss of pears in cold storage. Fruit that has been washed for spray residue
removal is more subject to molds than fruit not washed, Experiments are now
in progress to determine the most effective method of reducing these losses in
storage.

Corrosion of Containers of Canned ult ed by Residue

Can corrosion is affected directly by the method of washing fruits andthe use of sugar syrup during the canning process, These studies show that
sulfur sprays are most corrosive to canned fruit containers and. the process
of canning influences the quality of the product produced,

Quality of Canned Asaragus f±'ected by Acidity

periments conducted indicate that discoloration and lowered quality of
asparagus are due to alkalinity and iii a slight aniount of acid is added to
asparagus produced on alkali soil, a better quality and a more marketablecanned product is produced,

Market Price btudy for Oregon Apples

This study included an economic analysis of 9,607,119 boxes of graded
and packed apples that were shipped from the important apple-growing districtsin Oregon. A careful analysis was made of the price, varieties, grades, sizes
year and district, and reported in Experiment Station Bulletin No. 244.

Markets for Cherries Investigated

The processing and production o the different varieties of cherrieswere studied nationally, regionally end locally. The manner in ijhich thedifferent cherries were utilized, the price trends, the market outlook and
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the effect of the tariff on the cherry industry were included, The inf or-

mation obtained was made available to Oregon producexin Station Bulletin
No. 310.

Chemical Changes Occurring in Fruit Storag Determined

Experiments were conducted with the aim of utilizing the flotation
method for determining maturity of cherries for fresh fruit shipment. The
ripening process and the chemical changes occurring in storage of cherries,
strawberries and pears were also determined.

A comprehensive test of the chemical changes occurring in pears after
picking was undertaken with the aim of finding some index that might be used
in determining when pears in storage are nearing the end of their storage life.
These tests showed that in the main, pears lose their starch content shortly
after they are placed in storage at 32°F. Their sugar content goes up in cold
storage but makes its greatest increase after the fruit is removed to higher
temperatures. The acidity of pears decreases in cold storage and also after
removal from cold storage. Acid aldehyde accumulates in the tissue of pears
as the fruit reaches the end of it life, Even though pears lose in both weight
and volume while in storage, the water content remains practically the same
throughout the storage period.

Ocean Transportation of Pears

Investigations were conducted in cooperation with the Oregon-Washington
Pear Bureau on the water transportation of Dears from Portland, Oregon, to
New York City. These investigations showed that with certain limitations, pears
can be safely transported by this method at a considerable saving in freight
charges. Vessels equipped with the air circulation system of refrigeration
proved to be more satisfactory than those employing direct expansion. It appears
that pear shipments by water should be confined to vessels that travel on a
fairly rapid schedule, since some injury was noted in the case of slow traveling
vessels. It was found that fruit intended for ocean transportation should be
thoroughly precooled prior to loading. This is essential since most vessels
are not equipped for precooling, Fruit that shows signs of overnaturity or
breakdown prior to loading should not be shipped by water,

Eastern Pear Markets Surveyed

Investigations of pear market conditions were conducted in cooperation
with the Oregon-Washington Pear Bureau in the market centers of New York City,
Chicago, Boston, Detroit and Philadelphia. An experiment station representative
spent three marketing seasons at the markets personally investigating all phases
of the marketing situation,
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It appears from these investigations that winter pears offer opportunity
for market expansion, It was found that many centers of population consume
only small amounts of winter pears. Experience showed that in the case of
auction markets, the control of supplies is an portant factor in obtaining
satisfactory prices and in establishing

outlets4 It was also found that in the
case of new markets it was highly essential that proper methods of storing and
ripening be introduced so that the consumer will receive a satisfactory product.
It was found to be essential that the product be kept constantly on the market
during the period of introduction even though the volume of sales be small and.
prices low at first,

The Development of Chemically Treated Wraps Improved Fruit Qality

Wraps designed to prevent Anjou scald and Botr3rbis rot of fruit while
in storage is an accomplishment of the Experiment Station worth many thousands
of dollars to the apple and pear growers in the state. These wraps are superior
to those heretofore used in that they make possible the use of oil and of a
fungicide in the same wrap and do not cause injury to either the fruit in storage
or to the machinery used in the manufacturing of the wraps.

and Quality of Pears Influenced Time of ççg

The proper timing of picking and cold storage of pears is essential to
insure fruit quality. A pressure tester to determine the proper time for pick-
ing the commercial varieties of pears has been definitely established by the
Experiment Station, The practice has been placed on a reliable and scientific
basis, and all market pears in Oregon are now picked at the pressures established
by these experiments.

tg Prunes Into Qlity Grades

Experiments have made it possible to separate both fresh and dried prunes
into grades showing varying degrees of maturity and quality. This is a flotation
system employing heavy density syrups where dried prunes are to be separted.

This system can be used to determine the degree of maturity of the fruit
as well as actually separng the fruit into grades It was recommended to
prune growers for the purpose of separating the green fruit from the ripe fruit
to improve the quality o± the resulting dried product, and to speed up drier
operation without increasing the cost of handling.

This process has been patented by the Experiment Station as Public
Service Patent No, 1,728,583. The machine designed for the separating process
also developed by the Experiment Station is covered in Public Service PatentNo, l,754,923
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Pea Weevil Control Restores Market for Oregon-Grown Peas

Several carloads of processed peas in transit to eastern terminal markets
were condemned and Oregon's commercial canning pea production was jeoperdized.
The Experiment Station, after testing dozens of' sprays and insecticide dusts,

discovered one that would control the pea weevil. It developed a practical
dusting machine which could be used in the large acreages of eastern Oregon and
gave satisfactory spread of the insecticides. This accomplishment not only
saved the pea crop but permitted the building of large establishments for
commercially canning and freezing peas for interstate shipment.

The pea crop is the most suitable one in eastern Oregon to rotate with
wheat on a large scale in improving the better lands of Umatilla County. It

also serves to replace surplus wheat acreages. It is estimated that this
accomplishment of' the Experiment Station increased the wealth of the state in
excess of the total cost of all research at the Central Station and all of its
branches,

INVESTIGATIONS IN MARITING LIVESTOCK AND ANIIVL&L PRODUCTS

Cattle Marketing Investigations at the Portland Stoc1rards

The cattle market at the Union Stockyards at North Portland was in-
vestigated and the findings published in Station Bulletin 229, These results
show that light weight steers around 1,000 pounds are most desired on the
market, They indicate that cattle prices are highest in the late spring end
lowest in the fall. This study also reveals that there is a differential of
$1.50 per cwt, between finished and unfinished cattle. It was found that the
market facilities at North Portland can handle an average of about 2,500 cattle
per week,

Types of' Hogs Marketed and Consumer Demand in Oregon

An investigation of the market at North Portland was made to determine
the weight, quality and type of hog most desirable from the market standpoint.
The fluctuation in prices was also studied.

This study shows that a hog weighing from 160 to 200 pounds, with a hard
finish and free from excessive lardiness, is the most desirable type on the
market. Hogs weighing over 200 pounds sold for 50 to $1 less per cwt. than
the type desired, Hogs that were unfinished brought from 6O to 1 less per
hundred than desirable hogs. Unfinished hogs represented 5.2 per cent of the
receipts on the market. The price of pigs varied with the price of grain. Dur-
ing periods when there was a shortage of' hogs on the market buyers paid little
attention to weight or quality. Efforts are being made to increase the per-
centage of the top market grades. Oregon hog growers are kept advised of market
requirements.
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rketing Country-Dressed Meats in Portland

An investigation of meat used in the city of Portland showed that 4 per
cent of the cattle, 83 per cent of the calves and U per cent of the hogs and
27 per cent of the sheep and lambs are shipped in as countrykilled carcasses,
With the exception of veal arid, possibly, lambs, the quality of country..dressed
nteats is usually lower than meat from other sources.

proving Mket Grades of Late Valley Lambs

Exper:bnerits have shown that lambs born late in the season may be put in
satisfactory market condition and the grade improved by the use of rape pastures
or other similar green feed during the months of July, August and September.
Experiments also indicate that ladino clover, sudan grass and other green
pastures produce a fat lamb that is highly desirable on the market.

Identification of Meat in Sauza

It has been definitely established that, by the use of the precipitin
test, the kind of meat used in sausage sold on the market may be identified
and the utilization of other meata in pork or beef sausage can be detected,

keting Western Oregpn Lambs

An investigation of marketing lambs from western Oregon, the results of
which were published in Bu.11etin 265, show that only 33-1/3 per cent of the
western Oregon lambs are top market grade lambs. Experiments are being conducted
to double this percentage, which Ii accomplished would represent approximately
l4O,OOO increase in the annual income to western Oregon. Lamb grading and
slaughtering demonstrations in cooperation with commercial marketing representa-
tivea have been held in many western Oregon counties,

Liverfl.uke Decreases the Price of Livestock

In some sections of Oregon it is custnary for market buyers to deduct
from l to l.50 per head from the price of cattle when these cattle are known
to be infected with flukes. When cattle are thought to be infected with flukes,
buyers deduct the amount which would be lost by the condemnation of livers,
Experiments with this important parasites of cattle and sheep show that flukes
can largely be controlled if the recommendations o the Experiment Station are
fo1lowed
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gg Fatteniflg Trials Provide a Market for OrQgon-Gr own Feeds

Experiments show that wheat or barley may be successfully marketed

through the feeding of swine, and it is estimated that a very high percentage

of the surplus wheat produced in the Northwest might profitably be marketed

through the fattening of swine. This will also materially reduce the number

of hogs shipped to Oregon from other states.

Factors iffecting the Market Quality and Palatability of Meat

The results of feeding such feeds as kapok meal, garbage and coconut

meal have been studied with respect to their effect on the me:Ltnlg point of

lard and the firmness of the pork produced. The pork from gabge- ted hogs is

slightly soft and the lard has a lower melting point, which influences the

quality of meat on the market. Coconut meal, when fed up to 25 per cent of the

ration, apparently did not affect the firmness of the pork nor the melting point

of the fat, but the feeding of kapok meal resulted in carcasses that were

noticeably hard after chilling.

Willniette Valley Fattened Cattle Grade High

There is a demand for an increased quality of fed cattle on the Portland

market during the late winter and early spring months. Often a considerable

number of fed cattle are shipped to Portland during these months. Tests at

the Central Experiment Station show that poor quality of hay or straw, together

with concentrates such as gray oats, barley or wheat or milirun may be pro-

fitably utilized in producing fat cattle for the market. Cattle fattened on

feeds grown in the Wilianiette Valley produced carcasses grading good and choice

according to government standards and the packing house yield and the carcass
quality were very desirable from the market standpoint.

Baby Beef Meets Market Requirements

Tests at the Union Branch Experiment Station show that calves can be
fattened for the market on eastern Oregon grown feeds and provide not only a

market for the feeds, but furnishes a high quality meat for certain dem1inds in

the trade, In these tests barley, wheat and corn were found to be practically
equal in fattening value when fed with alfalfa hay under similar conditions.

Fatteg Lambs Offers a Market for Surplus Feed

Experiments at the Union Branch Experiment Station show that either
Oregon-grown wheat or barley may be used to produce a satisfactory fat lamb for

the market. In these tests wheat proved to be a better feed than barley.
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Nevertheless, the general opinion prevails that wheat is not a satisfactory lamb
feed. According to the results of these tests, a large amount of the surplus
wheat grown in Oregon might be satisfactorily used to fatten a large number of the
feeder lambs now shipped out of Oregon and thereby provide a home market for
Oregon-grown wheat.

Breeding Sheep to Me et Mar ket Demands

To supply information relative to the more desirable sheep to produce for
market under farm conditions, a test of the Hampshire, Rambouillet and Lincoln-
Ramboullet cross-bred is under way at the Union Branch Experiment Station. The
wool yield and the lamb production and the market value of each of these different
breeds is being studied.

Livestock Fattening Markets Home-Grown Feed and Reduces Transprtation Costs

Surplus hay and giain can be profitably fed to livestock and thus marketed
with a great reduction in freight according to experiments conducted at the Union
Branch Experiment Station,

Marketability and Palatability of Chevon

Oregon is one o± the leading states in goat production. Chevon (goat meat)
does not now have a satisfactory outlet in the trade. Tests carried on showed
that when goats are fat chevon was equal in quality and palatability to lamb or
mutton of similar age. The use of chevon in the meat trade is limited because
of the prejudice against it.

Market flulit ofgop-Grown Corn Qppared with Eastern Corn

There has been a decided prejudice against Oregon-grown corn compared with
Eastern-grown corn. Experimental feeding tests show that Willamette Valley corn,
when well matured and containing the same moisture content,is equal to Eastern-
grown corn in fattening value. The hog feeding industry can use this corn to
supply the deficit o± pork on the Oregon market.

Marketing Oregon iTheat -Products as Livestock Feed

About 80,000 tons of milirun produced annually in Oregon, a large part of
which is shipped to California, can now be used to fatten steers needed on Oregon
markets. This is a result of fattening trials which show that milirim has about
85 per cent of the value of corn or wheat for fattening steers. The carcasses
produced from steers fed on millrun were in the top market grades and the quality
was equal to that of steers produced by feeding wheat, corn or barley.
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HARITING AND PROCESSING DAIRY PRODUCTS

Quality of Oregon's Marketable Butter nproved

In 1925 the Station completed n investigation of the factors involved in
the marketing of butter by Oregon creameries, and the results were published in
Station Circular 74. The butter marketing situation in Oregon had not been
satisfactory for many years. Butter was practically dumped on the markets.
There was no satisfactory dairy products exchange operating in Portland. Quota.-
tlons did not represent actual prices paid for butter or butterfat. It was
recommended in 1925 that butter be standardized and quality improved and a more
stable market be created.

As a result of these investigetions and the cooperation of the industry,
during the past 10 years the amount of Oregon butter scoring 92 or above has been
raised from 8% to 56% and butter scoring below 90 has been practically abolished.
One of the principal factors in this improvement was a monthly scoring and
analysis service conducted by the Dairy Department in cooperation with the Oregon
creameries. It is estimated that this improvement in the quality of butter has
been worth at least 2ç per pound in urice to a large portion of Oregon butter and
that it has maintained the necessry markets in other states

Butter Quality Scores HiRhor with Refrigeration

The quality of cream and the butter produced has been markedly improved
as a result of cream cooling tests conducted under farm conditions as recommended
by experimental workers Tests show that refrigerated cream could be held for
four days on the farm and still grade as No. 1 cream used in the manufacture of
highscoring butter and other products manufactured from cream.

proving the Packaging and Curing of Chcddar_Cheese

During the biennium ending in 1938, the Dairy Department has given technical
assistance to the dairy cooperative association in the manufacture of about 1/3

of a million pounds of canned cheese. A number of difficulties have been over
come so that now, as a result of the hifh quality cheese manufactured, new
Eastern markets have been secured.

Sani Tests for Market Milk

The testing and analysis by the Department of Bacterio1or of 5,800
samples of market milk during the biennium ending in 1938 have assisted in iii-
proving milk quality.
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or Market Butter by Controlling Bactex, Yeast, Molds,
Matter

:arkets are not interested in butter of low quality. Continued investi-
gations are required to build and maintain high quality butter, This experimental
project involves the study of the temperatures necessary for the destruction of
all or the maximum number of organisms during pasteurization. It also includes
a study of contamination of microorganisms ol cream and butter during churning.

Causes of Crumbliness and Stickiness in Butter Under Investigation

The Oregon butter industry is losing a considerable amount of money each
year as a result of stickiness and crumbliness in butter manufactured, primarily
where large amounts of dry alfalfa hay are fed to cows, The solution of this
problem may require a change in manufacturing methods and also in feeding
practices A limited number of experimental churnings have shown that it is
possible to make certain modifications in manufacturing technique to give some
improvement in the body and texture oi butter. Whether or not these changes
constitute the major or final aims remains to be determined by more comprehensive
tests,

INVESTIGATIONS IN :1APfcTING CERKAL, FORAGE AND SEED CROPS

pital 3tructure of Ogç Wheat Coqperatives

The cooperative wheat marketing organizations of eastern Oregon have been
analyzed by the Department of Agricultural Economics to show some of the more
important factors leading to the success and failure of organizations, especially
those factors relating to capital structure and organic setup.

Alfalfa Weevil Limits the Marketit of Oregon Alfalfa

The alfalfa weevil is causing serious losses to the alfalfa growers in
Jackson and Baker Counties, In tests at the Talent Branch Experiment Station,
24 different varieties and strains of alfalfa are under a study (l93r7_39) in
an effort to find a strain that may be resistant to the weevil and s-bill be
satisfactorily adapted to production in the Rogue River Valley. Spraying tests
are also being conducted. In Baker County fumigation is being tested (1939) on
alfalfa prepared for shipment.

Practical Corn Drier Reduce portation of Corn to Oregp

The development of a practical drying process and equipment for use of
Oregon farmers may result in an enlarging' market for Oregon-grown

corn1 Prying
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is one of the limiting factors in field corn production in western Oregon. The
average annual importation of corn to Oregon is at least a thousand carloads and
tests show that by the use of this drier the moisture content may be reduced to
12 or 15 per cent at a cost of from three to four dollars per ton.

New Varieties of Cereals Have Expanded Market Possibilities

Rex wheat, developed at the Moro Experiment Station, has largely replaced
many of the earlier varieties grown. Federation and Hard Federation spring
wheats, Oro and Rio winter wheats, Markton oats and Meloy barley, tested. and
released by the Moro Branch Experiment Station, are now standard market varieties
in eastern Oregon.

In western Oregon Hannchen and O.A.C. 7, O.ASC. 6 and Santiam b1eys,
in addition to Holland Hood wheats and Victory and gray oats, were improved and
developed by the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station and have now largely
superseded most of the older varieties for market.

Union Beardless barley, developed at the Union Branch Experiment Station,
has attracted. nation-wide attention and orders have been received from such distant
points as Arizona and Alaska.

Testing Market Seed

This work is conducted in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Plant
Industry. Many thousand tests are made each year for the purity and germination
of market seeds. The system of testing for purity and genn.ination is leading to
a standarization of grades of the different seeds produced for market.

Market for Anthracnose Disease Resistant Red Clover Seed

A large industry in the production of red clover seed that meets the con-
ditions in the Central Western states may be developed in Oregon, as a result of
experiments on anthracnose disease resistant clovers. Varieties of red clover
seed that are disease-resistant command a market premium.

ç1us try Developed

A new seed industry estimated to return 5,OOO,OOO annually to Oregon
farmers is the result of investigations conducted jointly by the U. S. Bureau of
Plant Industry and the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station. Seed crops such
as Austrian winter field eas, Hungarian vetch, early vetch, purple vetch, ladino
and crimson clover, bent grass and others have been introduced, tested, bred and
developed,
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Grass Seed. Market Develtjg in Eastern as a Cash Crop

In tests of the different varieties of grass seed for which there is a
ready market, experiments at the Union Branch Station have shown that satisfactory
yields of Fairway, meadow fescue, slender wheat, smooth brorne, tall oat and
orchard grass seeds may be produced to meet market requirements.

Stern Rot Limits the Sweet Clover Seed Market

The demand for sweet clover seed was materially affected by the presence
of stem rot in varieties formerly grown in Oregon. A stem rot-resistant strain
of sweet clover was developed by the Experiment Station for the trade and many
thousands of acres of this clover are now being harvested.

Als Ike Q2.Y Increased

Over a million pounds of alsike clover seed are harvested in Deechutes
County alone, largely as a result of the development of the seed industry and
improving methods of standardizing nd grading seed in Oregon.

Bent Grass Seed Finds a Nation-Wide Market

As a result of grading, inspection, selection and purity tests, bent
grass seed marketing has increased from less than 56,000 pounds to more than a
half-million pounds annually.

gnpi3 of Curly To in Pansies Aids Seed Market

The marketing of pansy seed was materially limited by the presence of the
curly top disease,, A diagnosis showed that the disease could not be borne by
the seeds and, consequently, is no longer considered a handicap to the marketing
of this Oregon-grown crop.

Sugar Beet Seed Offers Promise as a Now Market Crop

Tests of improved strains of Curly Top disease resistant sugar beet seed
show that this crop can be successfully grown under proper conditions in the
Willemette and Rogue River Valleys. Yields range from 1,500 to more than 5,000
pounds per acre, As a result of the experiments at the Central Experiment Station
and Southern Oregon Branch Experiment Station, a new seed market is being
established and several hundred acres of this crop are now (1939) grown commer-cially,
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MAR1TING POULTRY !ND TUPJY PRODUCTS

12 M gg iEi Q3 Product

evera1 hundred carloads of extra-fancy eggs are now shipped across the
continent to supply a speciaJ. Eastern trade, as a result of the scientific
rirogram for roducing a high quality product. The Station was responsible
for the development o± the first 300-egg hen in the world. Experiments to
improve and maintain marketable quality have kept pace with efforts to increase
yield er hen.

Yolk Color in Egg Influences Market Demand

The Eastern markets desire a light-colored egg yolk. A large percentage
of the surplus of Oregon eggs is sold on the Eastern markets. The feeds fed
to poultry determine, to a large extent, the color of egg yolks. These experiments
show that when the amount of kale is reduced to five pounds per hundred fowls
or the alfalfa leaves and blossoms reduced to five per cent of the egg mash the
demands for light-colored yolks on the market can be met and the quality of the
eggs maintained under Oregon conditions.

Grades of Turkeys Increased by Protein Feeds

Experiments in turkey feeding show that mashes containing 21 to 24 per cent
protein produced better finished, higher grading birds than did those containing
only 16 per cent (the common commercial ration). The results of this study were
published in mimeographed Circulars of Information 168 and 124.

gg drdes Increased by ein

Investigations showed that egg' weights and egg shell quality were
influenced by the different levels of calcium and phosphorus used in the rations,
and feeding recommendations were made to maintain egg quality and grade.

Influences Qua1it

Experiments show that the humidity influences to a great extent the
quality of eggs in storage, A simple, inexpensive humidifier was developed
by the Experiment Station for maintaining the moisture of the air in egg
rooms1
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Quality of Market Turkey ffected Method of

Turkeys dressed by different methods of picking were investigated and
observed from time of slaughter through the marketing channels to the ultimate
consumer for the purpose of de1ermining comparative quality. An electrically
heated and controlled scalder was compared with other common methods of pickingturkeys. Recommendations were submitted to the turkey growers.

Turke1 Breeding for Acceptable Market rp

The turkey breeding experiment was started at the Hermiston Branch
Station in l93. Slow maturing and early maturing strains were used in theexperiment. These tests are now being carried on to determine the effect o±early maturity on marketability, fertility and cost of production.

Fish Meals and Oils iy Affect Flavor and Marketabllity of Turk Meat

Three feeding tests were run on mature turkeys, involving various levelsand quantities of vitamin D, fish oils and fish meals to determine the effectof these on the odor and flavor of turkey meat. The results show that the meatof some of the birds developed objectionable flavors. It is recomniendeci thatthe use of fish meals and fish oils be discontinued eight weeks prior to slaughter,since such off flavors have a very unfavorable effect on the turkey market.

RESEARCH IN MARKETING NURSERY, BULB AND FLORIST CROPS

Berckmans Bl Threatens the Marketabili of Decorative Shrubs

The cause of ercmafls blight has been determined and a method of controldeveloped, This disease threatened the marketability of Berckman's arbor vitaeshrubs, which are widely used in landscape gardening.

Defoliation of Nursery Stock for Market Shipment

A practical method of defoliating roses and other nursery stock by the useof small quantities of ethylene gas at the time such plants are dug has beendevised. .s a result of this method, such nursery stock can be more easilypackaged and shipped.
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Diseases in Storag of Ornamental Plants and Shrubs Investigated

These investigations include a study of the causes of rotting of
narcissus bulbs in transit, a successful treatment for iris stocks to improve
the keeping quality in storage, a control of lily diseases which limit propa-.gation and various diseases that affect commercial bulbs, All of these
diseases seriously affect the market and marketability of ornamental plants
and shrubs in Oregon. Control measures for many of these diseases have been
formulated and the market for ornamental shrubs and plants improved,

Method of Pac4g Calla Lilies

An entirely new method of packing caflas for shipment has been devised
to encourage caila growing in Oregon. This method is called the wet-pack methodand will materially assist the growers in shipping this crop from production
areas,

Certification of Lily Stock Provides for Uniform Quality

The basic principle for evaluating the health and quality of lily stockhas been discovered. This method has been accepted as a means of selecting
disease-free lily plants and has the same relation to lily culture that potatocertific:tion has to potato culture.

Storage and Handling of Nursery Stocks

Storage investigations with rose plants have been carried on through oneseason (l933) by the Station horticulturists, Results obtained thus far warrantthe following conclusions.

1. That storage temperature determines to a large extent the developmentof molds and the grow±h of the plant during the storage period, Apparently310 F. is the most satisfactory temperature to keep the rose plants in a dormant
condition and free from mold growth.

2. That packing materials containing from 40 to 60 per cent moisture
kept the stored stocks free from wilt.

3, That the mortality rate in stored rose stocks was high,

Other experimental work relative to the preservation of flowers and othercut materials in storage shows that a temperature of 31 - 32° F. appears to bebest,
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Market for Eastern Lilies Become Available to Oregon Producers

Eastern lilies, especially adapted to West Coast culture, are being
studied, If this project is success:Cul, an industry worth many thousands of
dollars may become available to certain sections in Oregon.

DRUG, FIBER AND HOP CROPS MAJUTING RESEARCH

i2I2 Qualiy 122!Q y

Approximately 95 per cent of the hops produced in the United States are
grown in Oregon, Washington and California, and 50 per cent of the hops grown
in the Pacific Coast region are produced in Oregon. Brewers have been importing
European hops at about 3 times the price of Pacific Coast hops because it is
claimed that the quality Of the imported hops is superior. Tests conducted by
the Department of Agricultural Chemistry and published in Station Bulletin 114.
show that the Oregon-grown hop is as rich, if not richer, in the resinous con-
tents that give brewing value to hops than hops grown in any other part of the
world. If the quality of the Pacific Coast hops can be improved by different
drying methods, it should be a great improvement in the market for these hops.
Investigations in 1937 indicated that there is a possibility that the use of
sulfur might retard polymerization of the soft resins that are the constituents
desired for brewing purposes.

Results of these tests indicate that the market quality of hops may be
lowered if the temperature of dryin. is above 1500 F.

An e:perimental hop drier 25 x 42 feet and 25 feet high has been
constructed (1935) for conducting experimental drying tests. In l93 more than
400 different samples were experimentally dried. These samples were then
chemically analyzed to determine their resins, preservative value and relative
moisture content.

Pyrethrum Devep as New Market Crop in Oregon

The source of pyrethrins used as insecticides on edible portions of
vegetables and in household fly sprays is in the plant pyrethrum, Experiments
were conducted at both the Hermiston Branch Experiment Station and the Central
Station (1936-39) which show that satisfactory yields of this plait may beproduced. Tests are now under way to develop suitable harvesting machiner7.
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Fiber Flax Quality and Processing Invesged

Oregon produces fiber flax in commercial quantities for spinning,
Investigations were made in cooperation with the Office of Fiber Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, in regard to the strength and length of fiber produced
from the different varieties of flax and various methods of treatment, Standard-
ization, retting and scutching experiments designed to improve quality and reduce
costs are now underway.

Control of the Flax Worm Increases the Quality and Marketability of Fiber Flax

The flax worm feeds on the tender growing tips of the flax plant,
causing a stoppage of the growth at that point or the productioi of lateral
shoots below the point of injury. Infestation of this worm lowers the quality
of fiber because it breaks at the point of injury during the scutching process.

Observations on various steps of this insect infestation have led to the
discovery of a number of important phases of its life history, Tests with
insecticides for controlling the flax worm are now being made, as damage caused
by this insect ranges from 17 to 73 per cent in some years.

Grades Based on Chemical Qiton

Hops are now marketed (1938) largely on the physical characteristics with-
out consideration being given to the chemical composition and factors determining
their brewing value. The intrinsic value of hops is closely related to their
chemical composition.

More than 300 samples of hops tested in 1938 showed a wide variation in
quality and appearance and were stored and used for experimental purposes, The
color, aroma, percentage of seed, leaves, stems, maturity condition and moisture
content were recorded. Chemical analyses to compare the relative contents of
resins, oils and tannins were made. Careful comparisons were made of the
chemical composition with the physical characteristics of the hops. Experiments
so far show that there is no such relationship. The basis for grading by physical
appearance apparently has no relationship to the true value for brewing purposes.
A simple, rapid and reasonably accurate method for determining the amount of soft
resins is under investigation (1938-39). Eventually a set of standards may be
developed which will include the chemical as well as physical characteristics for
grades of hops.
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MAR}TING WALNUTS AND FILBERTS

A Market Test for Moisture Content of Nuts

Experiments show that toluene is more satisfactory than the vacuum oven
as a rapid determinant of the moisture content of nuts in storage anc1 can be
used by the commercial trade in determining the moisture content of market nuts.

Causes of Shriveled Nut Meats Which Lower Quality and Grade Investigated

Experiments indicate that sone nutrient discrepancy is related to the
problem. A search for nutrient deficiencies in greenhouse studies shows that
insufficient boron may be a factor, Field trials on this problem are now
underway, (1930)

Filbert Market Aided y Control of Filbert Worms

The quality of marketable filberts was increased in 1930-39 by a spray
consisting of 3 pounds lead arsenate and 100 gallons o± water mixed with a
spreader which reduced the percentage of' wormy filberts to less than one per
cent, while in the same orchards unsprayed trees produced over 23 per cent
wormy nuts,

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS IN MARTING

Quality of Native Furs Now Under Investgtion

The fur industry represents over 250,000 annual income in Oregon, a
large part of which is from the pelts of furbearing animals, A project is now
underway (1937-39) to study the cell structure and ccnposition of the fox and
mink fur to determine the structure of hair as it may affect size, color, sheen
and quality. This determination may show the relationship of quality to heredity,
nutrition or management.

Deve1og Market for Mixed Dairy Feeds

Dairy rations have been tested and recommended at the Station for feeding
under Coast conditions, As a result of these tests, more than 2,500 tons of
dairy rations as recommended by the Station were mixed and sold by one feed
organization, thereby providing the market with a quality ration containing the
necessary feed. constituents,
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Market of Potatoes Ruined Potato Flea Beetles

Potato flea beetles that burrow under the skin of the potato destroy themarketability of the crop. Investigations are now underway (1937-39) to determinethe life history and habits of this beetle in an effort to find methods of con-trol so that the market for Oregon-grown potatoes may be maintained. Dozens o±sprays arid insecticide dusts are being tested for control in 1939.

Marketing Seed Flax to the Oil Industry

Since the United States imports a large volume of quick-drying oils usedin paint, there appears to be an opportunity for the domestic manufacture oflinseed oil which is used for the same purpose. Accordingly the ExperimentStation has conducted experiments (1936-39) comparing the different varietiesof seed flax used in the linseed oil trade for the production of paint. Theresults of these studies are not yet completed but have gone far enough to showthat several varieties can be economically produced. These varieties also showpossibilities of replacing some varieties of surplus wheat.

Seed Treatment Aids PotatO Marketing

The prevention of decay of seed potat es has been worked out by a systemof healing cut potato seed, thus avoiding th threatened loss of Oregon's potatoseed industry. Potato seed kept cool and in a moist condition for 4E hoursafter cutting is better able to withstand un avorable conditions than freshlycut seed.

A practical and inexpensive method ior tuber indexing the potatoes inan electric hotbed has likewise been devised by the Experiment
Station0

Oregon Potato Varieties Replace Others on Markets

New improved varieties and certification of Oregon's seed potatoes andadapting the production to the market demand has provided a good outlet for theOregon crop.

At one time the Portland and Valley markets were largely dominated byYakima potatoes. Because of improved grades and quality, Oregon-grown potatoesnow enjoy a market preference.
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51 Marketing Fruit. 1898.
87 Canning Fruit and Vegetables. Preserving Fruit Juices. 1906.

145 The Evaporation oi' Prunes. 1917.
154 Preliminary Report of Pear Harvesting and Storage Investigations in Rogue

River Valley. 1918.
166 Survey of Typical Oregon Farmers! Creameries. 1920.
186 A N Test for the Maturity of the Pear Pear Harvesting and Storage

Investigations. 1921.
202 The Relation of Humidity to the Texture, Weight, and Volume of Filberts.
205 Drying Prunes in Oregon. 1924.
206 Studies Relating to the Harvesting and Storage of Apples and Pears. 1924.
213 Common Vetch
216 The Control of Core Breakdown in Pears.
225 The Cranberry in Oregon.
226 A Progress Report on the Removal of Spray Residue from Apples and Pears.

1927.
227 Walnut Drying and Packing in Oregon. 1927.
228 Investigations on the Harvesting and Handling of Bose Pears from the Rogue

River Valley. 1927.
229 Cattle Market,ng Investigations at Portland, Oregon. 1927.
234 The Removal of Spray Residue from Apples and Pears. 1928.
242 The Occurrence and Prevention of Calyx Injury in Apples from the Hood

River Valley.
244 Oregon Apple Prices. 1929.
247 Investigations Relating to the Handling of Sweet Cherries.
249 The Chemical Composition arid Food Value of Oregon Dried Primes.
252 Studies of Factors Influencing Separation of Dried Prunes into Quality

Grades. 1929.
254 Further Investigations on the Harvesting, Storing, and Ripening of Pears

from Rogue River Valley. 1929.
260 Marketing Willamette Valley Wools Through the Pacific Cooperative Wool

Growers, 1930.
261 1i1lamette Valley ools in Relation to Local Consumption. 1930.
263 The Market Situation and Outlook for the Oregon Canned Prune. 1930.
265 Lamb Marketing Investigations in Western Oregon, 1930.
268 Mechanical Refrigeration of Milk in a Tank-Type Refrigerator.
274 An Economic Study of the Small-Fruit Industry in Oregon, 1931.
275 Bleaching and Dyeing Royal Ann Cherries for Maraschino or Fruit Salad Use.
277 Preliminary Report on the Effect of Irrigation on Major Berry Crops in

the Willamette Vafley.
278 The "irozen-Pack" Method of Preserving Berries, 1931.
282 A Peculiar Freezing Trouble of Pears in Cold Storage. 1931.
283 Baking of Pears. 1931
286 Austrian Winter Field Peas in Oregon.
288 An Economic Study of the Hop Industry in Oregon, 1931.
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Publications of the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station Reo, Results
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291 Factors for Consideration and Standardization of Oregon Dried. Prunes.
297 Types of Hogs Marketed and Consumer Demand in Oregon. 1932.
298 Arsenical Spray Residue on Cherries.
301 Design of Equipment and Method for Preparing Starter for Oregon

Creemeries and Cheese Factories.
302 Twenty-five Years of Supplemental Irrigation Investigations in

Millaniette Valley.
305 Cream Refrigeration on the Farm and the Quality of Butter Manufactured.
308 Wheat Varieties for the Columbia River Basin of Oregon.
310 An Economic Study of the Cherry Industry with Special Reference to Oregon.

1933,
313 Fullorum Disease. (Contagious Vhite Diarrhea) of Poultry.
314 Coccidiosis of the Chicken.
316 Biochemical Investigations o± Certain Winter Pears.
317 The Removal of Lead and Arsenic Spray Residues from Apples and Pears.

1933.
326 Methods of Cooling and Storing Cream for Oregon's Dairy Farms,
331 Comparative Efficiency of Farm Milk Coolers.
332 The Establishment and Maintenance of Herds of Cattle Free From Drng's

Disease (Infectious Abortion).
335 Six Years of Progress in Improving the Quality and Standardizing the

Composition of Oregon Butter.
336 Sprays, Their Preparation and Use.
337 The Blackberry Mite in Oregon.
338 Methods of Controlling the Composition of Oregon Butter.
339 The Marketing of Country Dressed Meat in Portland.
341 Spray Residue Information for the Orchardist and Fruit Packer.
342 The Occurrence in Pears of Metabolic Cases Other than Carbon Dioxide.
343 Influence of Commercial Fertilizers on Yields, Grades, and Net Value of

Potatoes in the Hood River Valley, Oregon.
345 Effect of Sulphur Sprays on Corrosion of Prune Cans
347 Influence of Irrigation upon Important Small Fruits.
351 Cost and Efficiency in the Filbert Enterprise in Oregon. 1937.
352 Corn Drying. 1937.
353 Dried Italian Prune Products. 1938.
354 Cost and Efficiency in Fiber Flax Production in the Willamette Valley,

Oregon. 1938.
355 Barley Production in Oregon. 1938.

Station Circulars

35 Cherry Fruit-Fly
40 Recirculation Driers.
45 Insect Pests and Diseases of Bramble Fruits.
48 The Can Fruit Industry of Oregon.
55 Economic Results in the Pollination of Greenhouse Tomatoes,
61 Preliminary Studies Relating to the Harvesting and Canning of Sweet

Cherries. 1925,
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63 Extraction and Clarification of Pectinous Fruit Juices.
74 A Survey of Marketing Problems Confronting Oregon Creameries. 1926.
76 Studies Relating to the Harvesting of Italian Primes for Canning and

Fresh Fruit Shipment. 1926.
82 A Method for Testing Moisture in Dried Prunes. 1927.
89 The Jerusalem Artichoke.
92 The Oregon AppleWasher. 1929.
97 A Cereal Variety Survey of Oregon.

107 Oil Spray Recornniendations,
113 Soil Fertility in Relation to Productive Lard Value.
116 Preservation ol' Fruits and Vegetables by freezing.
118 Fiber Flax in Oregon.
120 Willamette Valley Land Adaptability. 1937.
121 The Currant and Gooseberry Maggot (or Yellow Currant Fly (Epochra

canadensis) Loew). 1937.
122 Experimental Results on the Preservation of fruits and Vegetables

by Freezing (A Progress Report). 1937.
123 Green Feed and Pasture for Poultry. 1937.
126 Suggestions for the Control of the Pea ieevil in Oregon with Especial

Reference to Peas Grown for Processing. 1938.
127 Potato Diseases in Oregon and Their Control. 1938.

Circulars of Information

104 Vegetables in Cold Storage.
107 Control of Potato Virus Diseases.
108 Seed Potato Treatment.
116 Draft Cooler.
117 Surface and Cheesy Flavors in Butter.
118 Some Factors in the Control of Surface and Cheesy Flavors in Butter.
124 Finishing Turkeys for Market.
126 Holly Propagation.
127 The Flavor and Odor of Milk, Cream and Butter.
138 Firethorn Scab.
141 Insect Pests of Holly.
142 A Synopsis of Some of the More nportant Insect Enemies of Coniferous

Nursery Stock in Oregon.
144 Gladiolus Corn Treatment for Thrips and Disease Control.
147 Control of the Pear Thrips on Primes in Oregon.
158 Feeding Apples to Dairy Cows.
160 Costs and Practices in Fiber Flax Production in Oregon.
161 Relative Average Prices Received by Farmers in Oregon, by Districts and

Counties, 1926-35.
162 Gooseberry and Currant Diseases.
166 Spittle Bug on Strawberries.
167 Costs and Practices in Hop Production in Oregon. Progress Report No. 2.
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168 Oregon Lands Handbook of Statistics (for use of county agents anc. others
interested in the land problems of Oregon).

171 Su;gestions for the Control of Pea Weevil, 1937, prepared by the Pacific
Northwest Cooperative Pea Weevil Control Project Committee.

172 Potato Flea Beetle Control.
173 Dusting Seed Wheat to Control SeedBorne Smut in Oregon.
178 Suggestions for Controlling Pea Diseases in the Eastern Oregon Pea

Canning Area.
180 The Curly Top Disease of Vegetables in the Pacific Northwest.
181 Grower Use of Calcium Cyanamide as a Crown Treatment of Hop Downy Mildew.
182 Control of the Alfalfa Weevil in Southwestern Oregon.
183 Suggestions for the control of the Pea Weevil in 1938, prepared by the

Pacific Northwest Cooperative Pea Weevil Control Project Committee
representing a number of state agricultural experthient stations, county
agricultural agents, and the Bureau of Entomo1or and Plant Quarantine,
U.S.D.A.

184 Progress Report, Corn Improvement Project Yield Trials with Hybrid Sweet
Corn.

18 Questions and Answers about the Cherry Fruit Fly.
186 BercIena Blight.
188 Suggestions for Gladiolus Disease Control in Oregon Plantings.
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TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE CF THE RESEARCH STAFF IN MARKETING

Field y etins in which Marketing was an Important Factor

Information on marketing and market outlets was obtained
first hand by producers and others at field day meetings at the
different branch experiment stations and at the central station
during the biennium ending June 30, l93.

Estimated
Character of nieetin

Attendance
Central Station at Corvallis:

Small Fruit Field Day
75

Nurserymen's Association Field Day 75
Hop Growers' Conference 25
Nut Growers Tours 60
Potato Growers' Meeting (Flea Beetle) -
Columbia County 210

Prune Thrips Meeting 120
Spittle Bug Control Meetings 150
Truck Growers' Meeting - Eugene 150
Western Cooperative Pea Weevil Meeting 100
Soils Field Day 100
Beef Cattle Feeders' Day 300
Hog Feeders' Day 100
Hog Sales Day

200
Strawberry Field Days 40

Branch Stations

Astoria
Pea Growers' Field Day

35

Burns

Farmers' Annual Field Day 600

Hood River

Potato Growers' Meeting (Flea Beetle) 30
Strawberry Field Day

50
Demonstration of Spraying Tests 50

Medford

Fruit Growers' League Field Day 20

Southern Oregon

SugarBeetSeed Production Field Day 100
Alfalfa Weevil Control Field Day 200

Union

Blue Mountain Bee Growers1 Picnic and Field Day 12
Seed Growers' Tour

55
Baker County Field Day

260
Cattle Feeders' Day

130
Union Commercial Club Field Day 2
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Marketing Considerations in Short Courses and Conventions

Marketing was an important consideration in the following short
courses, meetings and conventions.

Station Department
Kind of Meeting Participating

Cannermen's Short Course

Gardeners' Short Course

Vegetable Growers I Conference

Greenhouse Operators' Short Course

National Codling Moth Conference

Hop Gre cling Conference

Hop Surplus Diversion Conference

Oregon Hop Growers' Conference

J[estern Division American Dairy Science

Oregon Turkey Industry Convention

Oregon Poultryrnen's Association
Convention and Short Course

Oregon State Horticultural Society

Western Nut Growers' Association

Oregon State Beekeepers Association

Oregon Dairy Manufacturers' Association

Annual Short Course and Conference,
Interstate Associated Creameries,
Buttermakers

Butter and Ice Cream Makerst Short Course

Dairy Short Course and Convention

Fur Farmers' School

Entomology, Agricultural
Chemistry, Food Industries,
Botany, Horticulture

Entomology, Soils

Horticulture

Entomology, Horticulture

Agricultural Chemistry

Agricultural Chemistry

Agricultural Chemistry

Agricultural Chemistry, Entomology,
Horticulture, Food Industries

Agricultural Chemistry, Dairy

Agricultural Chemistry, Poultry

Agricultural Chemistry,
Poultry, Veterinary Medicine

Soils, Entomology, Horticulture

Entomology, Soils

Entomology

Dairy

Dairy

Dairy

Dairy

Fish and Game Management
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Station Department
Kind of Meeting Participating

Locker Storage Meeting

Northwest Canners' Association

Wool Growers' Association

Small Fruits Conference

Rogue River Traffic Association

Hood River Traffic Association

Pacific Coast Section, American Asso
ciation of Refrigeration Engineers

Freight Rate Hearings

Oregon State Seednien's Hearing

Annual Meetings, Fruit Grower's League
Medford

Meetings, Hood River Apple Growers1
Association

Scientific Ana1yes Ajdin Marketing.

Food Industries, Horticulture

Food Industries, Horticulture

Veterinary Medicine

Horticulture

Horticulture

Horticulture

Horticulture

Horticulture

Horticulture

Horticulture

Horticulture

The follaving miscellaneous chemical and bacterial analyses
affecting the marketability of Oregon products were made during
the biennium ending June 30, 1938:

Item No. opies
1. Testing milk for purity. 5805
2. Bacterial analyses of different food products. 490
3. Butterfat tests. 882
4. Chemical analyses of butter to determine quality. 1350
5, Ice cream and cheese analyzed for composition and

bacterial
content1 332

6. Canned fruits, vegetables, fresh meats examined for
spoilage and bacterial content affecting quality. 360

7. Examination of fruit in storage to ascertain marketability. 160
8, Pressure test determination to determine fruit maturity

and marketability, 210
9. Inspection of and technical assistance to creameries and

dairy manufacturing plants 44
10. Advisory service and counsel to numerous cooperative market

ing organizations, creameries and food processing plants


